The Heart
of our School
CHAPEL APPEAL

Our
Spiritual Home
HEADMASTER’S FOREWORD

Prior Park College is rooted in Catholic history and our Christian spirit and
principles continue to inform all aspects of school life. Placing God at the centre
and living out the school motto, Deo Duce Deo Luce - God our Guide, God our
Light - the distinctive education we provide has its foundation in the teachings
of Jesus Christ. “…that they may have life, and have it abundantly.” (John 10:10)
Our school Chapel, Our Lady of the Snows, is central to this education; it is the heart of our
community and the focus of our spiritual life. A peaceful haven and a place of reflection,
it is where current pupils seek inspiration and former pupils most wish to visit when they
return.
Its glorious architecture is justly recognised both at local and national levels and its beauty
and fine acoustics complement the strong choral and musical tradition which flourishes
at the College.
The Chapel will soon celebrate 140 years since its consecration and it needs urgent
investment to preserve it structurally and to ensure it meets the needs of a modern
community providing the highest quality Catholic Christian education. This will cost
us £1.5m and as a school, we just do not have the resources to fund these essential
works. We need your help to maintain and improve this wonderful and sacred space.
Please support our appeal to raise £1.5m and join with me in ensuring that Our Lady
of the Snows remains a place of spiritual and musical inspiration for everyone in the
years to come.

James Murphy-O’Connor, MA (Oxon)
Headmaster, Prior Park College
Principal Prior Park Schools
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School Life,
Community & Beyond
The wonderful architecture of Our Lady of the Snows provides an inspiring
setting for our 21st Century School. It is a vibrant space, used every day for
assemblies and musical performances or sometimes just as a place to meet and
reflect. The entire staff and student body of the College gather there each Friday
and at least twice a term we celebrate a whole school Mass or liturgy together.
Generations of young musicians have enjoyed their formative musical journeys in the beauty
and tranquillity of Prior Park’s Chapel. The Senior Chapel choir, one of five choirs at the
College, has a first class reputation for sacred and secular music having twice been chosen
as a finalist at The Barnardo’s Choir of the Year competition at the Royal Festival Hall.
The Choral Society, which is open to all students, staff and parents, has performed major
works such as Verdi’s Requiem and Handel’s Messiah.
The Chapel is enjoyed by our whole community and plays a part in their faith formation and
in the significant events of their lives. Pupils from the Paragon Junior School make their first
Holy Communion here and many College students receive Confirmation in this special place.
We also frequently welcome back our past pupils and friends for weddings, baptisms and
memorial services. Perhaps our most celebrated community experience is the annual Carol
Service where we invite our extended family to look forward to Christ’s coming at Christmas
with readings and carols.
All are welcome at Sunday Mass throughout the school year and, increasingly, the Chapel
is recognised as a unique venue across the region by outside choirs and acclaimed musicians.
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What Does
Our Chapel Need?

For some time the Chapel has been showing the signs of its 140 years. Superficially
it maintains its splendour and, perhaps, it is a testament to the beauty of the place that
those of us for whom it means so much, can see past its obvious signs of age.

A NEW CHAPEL ORGAN
The Chapel has glorious acoustics for sacred music. Our services draw on the best
of the Catholic and Anglican traditions for the past four hundred years, from Gregorian
chant to music by Byrd and Tallis, and Mass settings by Schubert and Mozart, Vierne and
Harold Darke.
The Chapel organ is constantly used for services, recitals and concerts, and is played by College students,
our Director of Music, College music staff and visiting organists. The strength of music at the College
is such that students regularly gain organ and choral scholarships at top universities and conservatoires.
In spite of regular maintenance and sensitive use the years have not been kind to the Chapel organ.
A wide range of mechanical and structural problems have caused the instrument to deteriorate
seriously in recent years, to the point that it is no longer economically viable to spend the substantial
sums necessary to maintain it. It is neither fit for use as a teaching instrument nor for playing by visiting
organists, and in its current state it risks compromising the quality of our liturgical music.
We need a new Chapel organ to ensure that music at Prior Park continues to thrive, thus enriching
our worship and enhancing our reputation as a centre of excellence.
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Facilities
Fit For The 21st Century

CHAPEL APPEAL

Restore and clean Bath stone,
particularly the apse

Improve lighting and provide
state of the art audio provision

Install a new Chapel organ to continue
our excellent liturgical music tradition

In addition to a new organ there are many areas where our Chapel requires urgent renewal
or restoration:

●

●

●

●

●

The lighting is poor and well below the standards appropriate for a modern school and congregation
People are frequently frustrated by the difficulty in hearing services and performances due to the poor
sound system
Repairs are urgently required to the roof as water ingress has resulted in significant damage
to the stonework which is stained and requires attention
The pews need replacing as they are dilapidated and need regular maintenance. The Chapel needs
modern seating which can be moved and provide flexibility to accommodate congregations and 		
audiences of up to 620 people in safety
Like many older churches our Chapel was built without toilet facilities and disabled access and
we need to rectify this to ensure that everyone can have access and enjoy each visit in comfort

With your support, we can make these essential improvements so that our beautiful Chapel becomes
more accessible and welcoming, not just for pupils, parents and alumni, but also for the wider
community. We are keen to encourage greater use by local Christian groups, schools, visiting choirs
and musicians and nearby congregations.

Improve accessibility and facilities to encourage
and enable wider and more regular use

Replace pews with
more flexible seating
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“Prior Park College is an important and valued educational
body in the Clifton Diocese and makes an important
contribution to the South Clifton Catholic Hub. The magnificent
school Chapel, Our Lady of the Snows, embodies the spirit
of the Catholic liturgical tradition and is central to the life
of the school community. The Chapel is well known to the
Catholic community in Bath and beyond. I welcome plans
to restore this historic building as a place in which the presence
of God is celebrated.”
BISHOP DECLAN LANG
BISHOP OF CLIFTON

Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O’Connor

“Prior Park College is one of the most beautiful schools in England.
At the heart of the school is the Chapel, which is the centre for prayer
and worship. Not only students at Prior Park, but also families and
visitors love to go to the Chapel, admire its beauty and pray there.
I know the Chapel now needs refurbishment and I warmly urge people
to support and contribute to this important development.”
CARDINAL CORMAC MURPHY-O’CONNOR
ARCHBISHOP EMERITUS OF WESTMINSTER AND FORMER PUPIL
Bishop Declan Lang

Please Join Us
Prior Park College cannot fund the improvements we need to our Chapel from
the school fees paid by our parents alone. We are just the current custodians
of a place which belongs to us all. “Our Chapel” is “Your Chapel” too and we need
your help to ensure that it remains at the heart of our community and does not fall
into further disrepair.
This is our moment to create a historic legacy to pass on to future generations to appreciate
and enjoy.
Your generous support will help
●

●

●
●

Install a new Chapel organ to continue our excellent liturgical music tradition
and to complement our magnificent heritage
Enable the chapel to be enjoyed fully by all, through improved lighting and state
of the art audio provision
Repair the damage to the structure and replace the pews with more flexible seating
Improve accessibility and facilities to encourage and enable wider and more regular use

Please join us to secure the future of your chapel.

HOW CAN YOU HELP US?
We urgently need your financial support to help secure the future of
Our Lady of the Snows.
Please complete the donation form, and give as generously as you can, to ensure that your
beautiful Chapel does not fall into further disrepair. If you would like to discuss supporting
the campaign, please contact:
James Murphy O’Connor, Principal of Prior Park Schools on +44 (0)1225 835353
or by email at headmaster@thepriorfoundation.com
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